
NAVIGATING  
TODAY’S COMPLEX 
MUNI MARKET

The Power of Active Bond Management

Investment Products Offered • Are Not FDIC Insured • May Lose Value • Are Not Bank Guaranteed



WHAT DEFINES SUCCESS IN 
TODAY’S MUNI MARKET?  
A ROBUST RESEARCH PLATFORM 
AND THE EXPERIENCE TO DESIGN 
AND MANAGE BOND PORTFOLIOS
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NAVIGATING TODAY’S  
MUNI MARKET 
Municipal bond investing has changed. How does this new reality impact how we build and 
manage muni portfolios?

As of December 31, 2019
Source: AB

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVE MANAGEMENT  
FOR A COMPLEX MUNI MARKET

WHAT’S CHANGED HOW AB CAN HELP
INTEREST RATES are at 50-year lows today,  
making yield harder to come by in today’s  
market landscape

IN-DEPTH RESEARCH applied to credit markets  
can uncover opportunities for higher income

BOND INSURERS are a thing of the past— 
investors can’t rely on insurance  
ratings anymore

USING CREDIT RESEARCH, we work to identify  
municipal issuers who may face financial  
problems 

FEWER DEALERS means less liquidity  
and more expensive trading—especially  
for small positions

WITH INSTITUTIONAL EXECUTION, we can  
trade effectively in bigger trade sizes, which  
may reduce trading costs

THE SUPPLY OF BONDS HAS DECLINED,  
making the municipal market harder  
to navigate

A DISCIPLINED, RESEARCH-DRIVEN PROCESS 
applied by an experienced team can help  
investors navigate the market
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PUTTING RESEARCH TO WORK
The muni bond market is complex—with a fragmented trading system and 
more than 50,000 issuers in 50 states. That’s why we use an integrated 
research approach.

Fundamental research gives us an up-close perspective on individual 
bond issuers’ creditworthiness and economic health. Quantitative 
research gives us a disciplined way to evaluate bonds.

We believe that this combination helps us transform uncommon insights 
into uncommon knowledge.

MUNIS: AN ACTIVE APPROACH
Interest rates are at 50-year lows, muni bond insurance has disappeared, 
supply is limited and liquidity is low—especially for small bond positions. 
But there’s a lot of opportunity in municipal bonds.

We seek to capitalize on market inefficiencies with better execution— 
and by managing exposures to securities, sectors and the yield curve.  
We believe that our broad, deep research platform is the key to  
preserving capital, producing income and reducing volatility for 
municipal bond investors.

IN-DEPTH RESEARCH… 
ACTIVELY APPLIED 
Research—applied with a disciplined, active process—can make the difference in today’s 
municipal bond market. 

WHY INVEST WITH  
AB FOR MUNIS? 30+

YEARS
MANAGING 

MUNICIPAL BOND 
PORTFOLIOS

25YEARS
AVERAGE 

INVESTMENT TEAM 
EXPERIENCE

$45BILLION
ASSETS UNDER 
MANAGEMENT

As of December 31, 2019
Source: AB
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DECADES OF GUIDING CLIENT ASSETS
For over 30 years, we’ve applied in-depth research and thoughtful portfolio management to help tax-conscious, high-net-
worth clients weather the ups and downs of the muni bond market. And we’ve delivered good investment results through 
sometimes turbulent markets.

OUR MUNICIPAL INVESTMENT TEAM
R.B. DAVIDSON III 
Chairman and CIO of  
Municipal Business 
37 Years of Experience 
28 Years at AB

ANDREW POTTER, CFA 
Portfolio Manager 
13 Years of Experience 
13 Years at AB

JAMES SWITZER 
Global Head Fixed Income Trading 
35 Years of Experience 
9 Years at AB

TERRANCE T. HULTS 
Co-Head of Municipal  
Portfolio Management 
29 Years of Experience 
25 Years at AB

DARYL CLEMENTS 
Portfolio Manager 
29 years of Experience 
18 Years at AB

ERIC GLASS, CFA  
Portfolio Manager—Impact Strategies  
22 Years of Experience  
20 Years at AB

MATTHEW NORTON 
Co-Head of Municipal  
Portfolio Management 
15 Years of Experience 
15 Years at AB 

SUSAN HUTMAN  
Director—Municipal Credit and Investment 
Grade Corporate Research  
22 Years Experience 
21 Years at AB

OUR PEOPLE ARE OUR STRENGTH
Investors deserve consistent results over time. Our disciplined, repeatable process is designed to deliver them. But the 
experience of our deep investment team of municipal bond veterans is a vital ingredient in navigating today’s muni market.

As of December 31, 2019  
Source: AB
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OUR MUNICIPAL  
BOND OFFERINGS
Diverse portfolios tailored to specific objectives.

STABILITY CORE HIGH INCOME

National Funds +  AB Intermediate Diversified Municipal 
Portfolio (AIDYX)

+  AB National Portfolio (ALTVX)

+  AB Tax-Aware Fixed Income 
Opportunities Portfolio (ATTYX)

+  AB High Income Municipal Portfolio 
(ABTYX)

Single-State Funds +  AB Intermediate California Municipal 
Portfolio (AICYX)

+  AB Intermediate New York Municipal 
Portfolio (ANIYX)

+  AB California Portfolio (ALCVX)

+  AB New York Portfolio (ALNVX)

+  AB Arizona Portfolio (AAZAX) 

+  AB Massachusetts Portfolio 
(AMAYX)

+  AB Minnesota Portfolio (AMNAX)

+  AB New Jersey Portfolio (ANJAX)

+  AB Ohio Portfolio (AOHAX)

+  AB Pennsylvania Portfolio (APAAX)

+  AB Virginia Portfolio (AVAYX)

Inflation-Sensitive Funds +  AB Municipal Bond Inflation 
Strategy (AUNYX)

Separately Managed 
Accounts

+  AB Municipal High Quality Portfolio +  AB Tax-Aware Fixed Income 
Opportunities Portfolio 

+  AB Municipal Income Portfolio

+  AB Municipal Impact Portfolio
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Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Fund/Portfolio carefully before investing. For 
copies of our prospectus or summary prospectus, which contain this and other information, visit us online at www.abfunds.com or contact 
your AB representative. Please read the prospectus and/or summary prospectus carefully before investing. 

WORD ABOUT RISK
Market Risk: The market values of the portfolio’s holdings rise and fall from day to day, so investments may lose value. Municipal Market Risk: Debt securities issued by state or 
local governments may be subject to special political, legal, economic and market factors that can have a significant effect on the portfolio’s yield or value. Interest-Rate Risk: 
Fixed-income securities may lose value if interest rates rise or fall—long-term securities tend to rise and fall more than short-term securities. The values of mortgage-related and 
asset-backed securities are particularly sensitive to changes in interest rates due to prepayment risk. Credit Risk: A bond’s credit rating reflects the issuer’s ability to make timely 
payments of interest or principal—the lower the rating, the higher the risk of default. If the issuer’s financial strength deteriorates, the issuer’s rating may be lowered and the bond’s 
value may decline. Inflation Risk: Prices for goods and services tend to rise over time, which may erode the purchasing power of investments. Diversification Risk: Portfolios that 
hold a smaller number of securities may be more volatile than more diversified portfolios, since gains or losses from each security will have a greater impact on the portfolio’s overall 
value. Derivatives Risk: Investments in derivative instruments such as options, futures, forwards or swaps can be riskier than traditional investments, and may be more volatile, 
especially in a down market. Leverage Risk: Trying to enhance investment returns by borrowing money or using other leverage tools can magnify both gains and losses, resulting in 
greater volatility. 

AllianceBernstein Investments, Inc. (ABI) is the distributor of the AllianceBernstein family of mutual funds. ABI is a member of FINRA and is an affiliate of AllianceBernstein L.P., the 
manager of the funds.

The [A/B] logo is a registered service mark of AllianceBernstein and AllianceBernstein® is a registered service mark used by permission of the owner, AllianceBernstein L.P.

© 2020 AllianceBernstein L.P.

LEARN MORE
(800) 227 4618 | ABFUNDS.COM


